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Abstract 
This paper propounds an analysis of the relation between七he
privatization process from its legal base as a cause and the s七ock
market developmen七 as an effect. leaving the question mark 
represented by theωαy 
For this effect， we take contributions from other experts in the 
field into consideration. and we interpret their theories both in a 
sy llogistic and algori thmic way 
Our analysis exposes that the relation is easily verifiable， and the 
way， which is what we want to find， is evident at first sight 
However， itcomes up that that answer is not just a matter of 
decision but also a matter of conditions under which the 
privatization law must take effect. Conditions that -in addition to 
contributing to the successful implementation of a privatization 
process- add to the development of the stock marke七
We jump from the abstraction of the theories to the reality of the 
Japanese experience， analyzing standing out models of experience 
such as NTT (Nippon Telephone and Telegraph)， JAL (Japanese 
Airlines) Japan Tobacco and Sal七 Corp. Inc.， JNR (Japanese 
National Railways) and Japan Post. 
'A七torneyat Law (Faculty of Law and呂田ialSciences， National University of Asunci6n 
-Paraguay). Ph.D. in Law Candidate at Tohoku Universiもy(Sendai -Japan) 
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If we analyze the evolution of the different stock markets of the world， 
we will realize that the implementation of the privatization process had 
a lot to do with七hegrow七hof them. Privatizations through public 
offers of shares， achieved no七onlythe liquidity of the stock markets 
but also their size. creating an attractive scenario for new investors 
However， the implementation of privatization， as well as the use of 
the Stock Market in one of its methods， requires legal instruments so 
七ha七 thebenefits obtained by both institutions are ful. Economic 
conditions are also necessary. but considering the relationship between 
law and economy. 七herule of law is a necessary and sufficient 
requirement to build a thriving market economy;七herefore，economic 
actors must operate within a legal framework tha七ensuresthe orderly 
collection of these benefits. It is at this point of inflection， in which七he
question that this paper will address arises: In what way the legal 
framework of a privatization process helps the stock market to develop? 
To develop a stock market means to increase or to improve a stock 
market's capability to comply with an economy's needs. In七hisregard， 
the quality of services七hata stock market provides is better than its 
size， its liquidity， or its index performance to tel how much developed 
is目 Thus，stock markets could be large， liquid， and moderately non-
concentrated， but七hismay not be related to its performance in reality. 
Only one or two indicators would not be enough to talk about stock 
(1) 
market development 
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Both the process of privatization and the use of the Stock Market 
in one of its methods， through public offers， require a favorable 
operating environment. Thus， the process of privatization by itself， in 
order to be genuinely successful， requires a strategic director plan 
embodied in a priva七izationlaw and a convenien七legalframework in 
which they can then function like a privatized company，七ha七 IS，
(2) 
convenient for the private sector. The Stock Market as well as the 
securities law， establish both legal-economic and legal requirements for 
a company to be listed， that is， the shares of a company traded 
through the stock exchange; however， many times the consideration of 
these requirements are overlooked in the preparation of the strategy for 
the privatization process because governments simply forget the 
relationship between the privatization process and the stock market. 
In this paper， the question will be focused from the different 
arguments of several authors to support a hypothesis abou七七he
relationship between the strategic legal framework of a privatization 
process and the development of the stock market considering its logical-
legal framework in an ideal regulator legal framework of business 
represented by a key condition 
If we formulate the question in the form of an algorithmic 
equation， i七turnsout that the factors are represented by an ideal legal 
framework governing business， which prepares the a七tractive
environment for investments， and the ideal strategic legal framework 
governing the privatization process. On the other hand， the result is 
4 
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represented by the Stock Marke七's development or another 
governmental objective， which is based on historical background present 
in tbe current bibliography， but what remains to be identified is the 
condition that makes the factors and the result relate effectively. That 
is the common factor between bo出 legalcircumstances 
It is essential to recognize the contribution of this analysis since it 
can be七hebasis of the search for a comprehensive strategic legal plan 
much more directed according to the objectives of a government， in this 
case， the Stock Market's development. In order to do so， in this paper， 
it is presented the general si七uationof Japan regarding their experience 
in privatization. Japanese privatization cases range from the 
underdeveloped financial market stage to the developed financial market 
stage， and an assertive analysis would unveil various data to consider 
in order to understand the mechanics of the process of privatization and 
their effect on the stock market's growth. 
1 . GENERAL THEORETICAL APPROACH 
1 . 1 The State and its role in the privatization process 
1. 1. 1 Objectives of a privatization process 
According to the objectives of a country with the implementation of 
a privatization process， it should be designed to accomplish the 
following: 1) to improve the use of public resour田 s，(2) to improve 
opera七ingefficiency， and 3) to improve dynamic efficiency. However， 
sometimes the main reason to privatize is七oincrease available public 
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resources. The reasons why countries should privatize and why 
【"
countries want to privatize are not precisely related. 
According to Guislain building up a privatization procedure includes 
dis七inguishing government goals， breaking down 七he current 
requirements on the execution of the program， and settling on the way 
to deal with accomplishing the goals while considering the limitations. 
The decen七 wide variety of conceivable goals under privatization 
programs and the typical contrariness of some of them propel 
governments to sett1e on decisions and characterize needs. Without 
unequivocal positioning of goals， the default goal ought to be七he
efficiency and development of the economy. With that in mind， 
exchanges of ownership from people in general to the private sector 
ought to go with however much as could be expected by activity to 
open these segments to local and international competitiveness. Thus. 
for example， among the fac七sthat could help to achieve the primary 
goal， it could be establishing or developing efficient capital markets， 
promoting this way domestic and foreign investment. 
The objectives under the implementation of the privatization process 
could be basically: 
"budgetary relief from the financial burden (subsidies， debt service 
requirements) of SOEs (State Owned Enterprises)， as well as relief from the 
administrative burden (managemen七/controlrequirements); increased efficiency 
of SOEs (achievable even七hroughpartial privatization); implementation of 
policies staもedatもhetime of the creation or the acquisition of SOEs...; greater 
6 
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revenue from state assets (normal1y this objective leads to methods that can 
maximize the sale price); improved business conditions by fostering the 
development of productive private enterprises; increased competition (e，g" 
competition can be fostered by selling production units or facilities singly or 
in smal1 groups instead of田 awhole)白 and/ordevelopme叫 ofwider business 
〈・3
ownership (…)." 
As a basis， governments should choose the s七rategies and 
me七hodologiesthat are most appropriate to their objectives. Thus， they 
will not be just determining七helegal instruments and methods but yet 
additionally for the requirement for measures going before 
privatization. Maximizing economy efficiency and development will 
frequently cal for pre-privatization changes that， for instance， separa七e
the SOE to promote competition， wipe out restraining infrastructures 
and different obstructions to entry in the field， and， in instances of 
【1)
privatization of monopolistic areas， set up a regulatory system. 
In this regard， the methods and procedures of implementation of 
the privatization process will be ruled by: '(a)七heobjectives of the State; 
(b) the current organizational form of the SOE; (c) the financial 
condition and record of performance of the SOE; (d) the sector of 
activity of the SOE; (e) the ability to mobilize private sector resources; 
(f) the degree of development of the capital market; and (g) socio-
(8) 
political factors.' 
1. 1. 2 The role of the State and the Law 
The state will need to focus on the way the process of privatization 
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implementation is carried out. creating the right environment to 
promote competition and growth， and a transparent process keeping it 
public and fair as well as preparing the enterprises for the process of 
privatization making needed changes， especially on七hosematters that 
"， affect liabilities 
In the marke七transitionprocess， law scholars have also identified， 
a七mos七， an indirect role of the law. This role mainly concerns creating 
a framework w比hin which securities markets will spontaneously 
emerge. It includes clear property rights， provision of reliable contract 
〈ω〉
enforcement， and. more recently， the protection of minority investors 
Rights of mino凹n泊七ysha剖1
bωe 七悦te白rlegal systems in t仙hi旧sregard ensure a safer environment for 
investors， helping the financial sector to develop faster， but proper legal 
(H】
systems are not enough， because a persistent obstacle towards more 
significant financial development is the lack of enforcement of existing 
(12) 
laws. 
1. 1. 2. 1 The Business Law 
Creating a conducive environmen七inwhich the privatization proceS8 
will take place involves not just assuring七hatthe legal environment is 
【同
adequate for the private sector but also attractive. Guislain shows the 
points七obe considered if we want to make sure that the environment 
is adequate for the private sector with the help of effective business 
law. An adequate and attractive legal environment for the private refers 
8 
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to an environment where 
ownership is protected 
a market economy exists or could be created， 
private enterprises and the expansion of the private sector， in 
general， are encouraged， 
macroeconomic or sectorial efficiency and competi ti veness are 
promoted， 
economic f1exibi1ty is promoted and rigidities eliminated， 
competition is promoted， particularly by abolishing monopolies， 
efficient capital markets are established or developed， 
domestic savings can be be七ercaptured or mobilized， 
access to foreign markets for domestic products can be improved， 
domestic and foreign investment， as well as the integration of the 
domestic economy into the world economy. are promoted. 
If the environment is hostile七othe private sector， i.e.， not hospitable 
or， in other words， ifthe environment cannot be qualified as a pleasant 
or sustaining environment according to the previously exposed 
characteristics， the privatization program will not succeed 
1. 1. 2. 2 The Privatization Law 
The privatization law plays an essential and vital role defining not 
just the governmenぬ objectivesbut also the legal authority for a 
country's privatization program， besides giving the fundamental 
principles on which it will be based and the institutional arrangements 
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for policy-making and implementation， including the method， In this 
respect， Guislain .says that the content of privatization laws may vary 
subs回ntially.He says that whe七heror not a country needs to enac七a
privatization law depends on its legal and political situation and the 
specific characteristics of the enterprises to be privatized and if it Is 
required， it may be preferable to limit the extension of the law too 
broad principles and leave the detai!s and ways of its applica七ionto 
subordinate instruments or decisions. Keep saying the same author that 
a law should no七beconsidered the strategy itself because strategy can 
be directed， modified， changed according to the circumstances， a law 
cannot. 
1 . 2 Capital Markets and their function 
l目 2.1 Capital Markets and the privatization process 
Bringing up the institution we want to logically relate to 
privatization: the capital marke七， a significant challenge for al 
economies is to create the necessary conditions for the existence of it， 
which is not easy， considering that it is a complex structure of legal 
and market ins七itutions，tending to ensure七ha七reliableinformation is 
(lG) 【17)
received and the decisions adopted are adequate. Megginson et al 
expose a good reason for the previously exposed; they say that the 
greatest reward for increasing the efficiency and liquidity of the 
securities market. in addition to the possibility of financing 
opportunities， is the possibility of control. On七heother hand， the 
growth of the capital market， besides supporting economic development， 
al10ws companies 七o consolidate investmen七 opportunities. Thus， 
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governments have generally used public sales offers to privatize large 
public companies， increasing the number of individual owners， attracted 
in part by the proper conditions of the offers. Many governments have 
also promoted the culture of shareholding with privatization programs. 
privatizing larger and more economically attractive companies. With al 
this. privatization programs have had a notable influence on the growth 
of s七ockexchanges and an individual or institutional participation in 
the ownership of privatized companies. 
1. 2. 2 Capital Markets and their Political Function 
(18) 
Lieberman et al. bring to light the fact that equity markets also 
perform a poli七icalfunction. This function consists in giving people the 
opportunity of being actors of their country's economy and through 
this. being able to get the benefits of its development. This. from 
another poin七ofview， means a way to reduce七hepublic resistance to 
the privatization. Many governments consider essential to attract large 
numbers of domestic investors through SIP (Share Issue Privatization). 
offering terms tha七canassure七hem，as first-time investors， earning 
capital gains. This. to get more political support not jus七 for
【10)
privatization but for new coming economic reforms. 
1. 2. 3 Conditions for an active Stock Market 
In order七ohave active participation of the Stock Market. it is 
necessary to implement policies that foster its growth and development， 
such as: 
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a modernizing policy 
an incentive policy of the demand for titles. e.g. the creation of 
Pension Funds. 
an incentive policy of development of inves七mentbanking. which 
has to have areas specialized in services of privatizations and 
eventually. and 
a special temporary regime policy that makes the "opening of 
capital" of companies attractive. 
In order to get a reliable and well-regulated func七ionalstock 
market. i七isnecessary to achieve a high level in terms of the number 
and size of listed companies to achieve the desired size and liquidity. 
which is basically what at七ractsinvestors. A well-planned privatization 
s七rategycombined with an excellent regulatory framework can foster 
(20) 
the stock market development. Contributions of authors like Shleifer 
and Vishny about liquidity. have demonstrated that those countries 
that offer investors adequate legal protection have large and liquid 
capital markets. In contras七， those countries七ha七dono七careabout 
investor protection have smaller and les efficient stock and bond 
markets. SIP programs involve big share offerings aimed at a 
politically sensitive group of investors (first-time citizensjinvestorsl. and 
governments often mus七developan entire regulatory system to ensure 
that these investors are protected 
1. 2. 4 Leading factors of the Stock Market's Development 
In summary. it could be said that marke七 capitalization，
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institutional investors， political risks， information availability， market 
liquidity， and listings， among others， according to empirical findings， 
are responsible for the stock market development. Capital invested in 
equities comes from individuals and institutional investors， but what is 
always beyond the fact of the investment itself is the best returns， both 
in a matter of quality and quantity. Thus， those investmen七
opportunities offering low returns will not be attractive at al， while 
those offering higher returns will not just be attractive but also with 
m】
a reasonable price. 
(~， 
Quoting to Catalan e七 al. they find that the size of the 
institutional investors， which could be domestic and foreign 
institutional investors， positively affects the stock market development. 
【"，
Perotti and Oijen state that market deepening will be possible just 
if the confidence grows up due to the progress of the privatization and 
not jus七becauseof its announcement 
In this regard， they also mention something knotty about 
privatiza七ions: political temptation to reverse policy changes after 
privatization sales. This， because many areas of public ownership are 
natural monopolies， such as utilities and Infrastructure. That means 
that it is logical for them to infer that privatization itself does no七
eliminate political risk， which is why governments need to strengthen 
institutional rules protecting equity investment. Investors understand 
that confidence is crucial， and for that so， policy credibility is 
mandatory， which at the same time would help to make general more 
substantial initial sales 
Furthermore， keep saying the authors， successfully implemented 
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privatization could help to eliminate contractual and legal uncertainty 
relevant to capital markets， applied directly， for instance， to the 
protection of minority shareholders: 
..for the government to a-叫ractforeign and domestic investors requires a 
reliable security commission， the promotion of higher accounting standards 
and mQreもransparentdisclosure rules， the availability of procedures to contest 
managerial decisions and appointment， and a reduction in the legal阻 dfiscal 
rules which typically favor public sector borrowing. Additional steps often 
involve restrictions on dividend repatriation， foreign ownership， and 
competitive entry 
Finally， the au七horsalso argue about the policy reversals following 
actual privatization， which are from then based on arm-length relations， 
thus subject to much greater public scrutiny. Consequer凶ly，
privatization allows highlighted public debate and increased reliance on 
legal， as opposed to administrative， recourse that contributes to 
reducing political risk 
。引"
Biais and Perotti build up a basic model of how a considerable 
privatization program might be composed in order to decrease the 
political risk of future strategy inversions. A market-oriented party 
may expand 七he likelihood of being re-chosen by execu ting a 
progression of underpriced deals， where overabundance request is 
apportioned in order to guarantee a wide dispersion of shareholding 
and to remunerate large haul proper七y.The wide dispersion of offers 
may have the impact of moving the inclinations of the white-collar 
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class. This auxi1ary move in the poli七icalharmony makes stable 
political help for advertising changes and diminishes political hazard for 
value specula七ion，lessening the value premium and expanding market 
capitalization 
Countries with a poor quality of legal systems and law enforcement 
have underdeveloped capital markets， and listed companies on their 
(26) 
stock markets are characterized by more concentrated ownership. 
Likewise. countries with higher effectiveness of their legal systems can 
(27) 
grow faster by relying more on external finance 
Informa七ionavailability is also a matter of consideration since its 
sufficiency， reliability， and oppor七unity.affect not only the accuracy 
with which investors value their investment but also the assessmen七of
risks and opportunities by potential investors in the stock market and 
for that matter the economy. 
Market liquidity seems to be a recurrent matter， as well as political 
【~)
risk， but the truth is七hat，keep saying Rajni Mala， a liquid equity 
market allows savers to sel their shares quickly if they so desire， 
thereby making shares relatively more attractive investments. As savers 
become comfortable with inves七ingin the long-term equities， they are 
likely to invest in equities rather than in shorter-term financial 
investments. 
Listings of large privatized companies do their part too， providing 
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a substantial i皿pacton trading liquidity， while at the same time 
increasing invBS七mentopportunities for local investors to increase their 
portfolio diversification. These effects have a positive impact on the 
risk-sharing function of the market and lead to market deepening 
1， 2， 5 Factors of success in a Public Share Offering 
Regarding requirements for public share offerings as a me七hodof 
【~)
privatization， Vuylsteke is clear and concise， saying that it is required 
that: 
(i) the enterprise be a sizeable going concern with a reasonable earning record 
or potential， or that it can be readied to beoome 80; (ii) a ful body of 
financial， management and other information is available or can be prepared 
for disclosure to the investing market; (ui) there is discernible liquid比ymもhe
loal market; and (iv) eiもherthe equiもymarkets are developed， or there is 80me 
structured mechanism (including a regulatory body) th叫 canbe made to 
function to reach， inform and at阻 ct(as well as protect) the general investing 
public 
【，0)
For a share offering to be successful， say Lieberman et al.， several 
factors are playing a role in比， Thus， market condi七ionsand whether 
the shares are being offered internationally or domestically， taken 
measures to expand domestic share ownership as well as the way the 
shares are being promoted and their pricing conform key factors 
affecting its success. 
In this regard， there is an agreement with what Vuylsteke says 
about issues likely to appear in the public offering of SOEs， Thus， for 
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example， if the SOE is not a well-performed public lim比edcompany 
with a reasonable track record， a public offering is possible only to the 
extent that a reform and a change in operations are a realistic option. 
Likewise， on the off chance that the goal is to accomplish widespread 
share ownership or to focus on specific sections of the investing public， 
particular systems (motivating forces， restrictions， e七cetera)should be 
introduced to make sure that those goals are achieved and maintained， 
It may be necessary to avoid foreign ownership， while worker interest 
in ownership may be empowered. 
On the other hand， since we are talking about public patrimony 
and its price should reflect the importance of its na七ure，the issues of 
evaluating and pricing need to be carefully handled， Other issues to be 
likely to show up are those related to the capital markets， their 
development level， and regulation， Without high-level and robust equity 
markets， public offerings will not be effective unless there are some 
contemplated mechanisms七oa七tractand protect at the same time the 
investing public in general 
2， METHODOLOGY 
Since 七his paper is mainly focused on the understanding of 
concep七s，thoughts， and experiences， the overall methodological approach 
is a Qualitative research approach 
Existing theoretical perspectives， specifically about the relation between 
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privatization and stock market development already stated in七he
li七eraturereview， were taken to elabora七epremises that could be helpful 
for finally make a syllogistic and logical reasoning to leave in evidence 
that the relationship between particularly the legal framework of the 
privatization process and stock market development can and should be 
deepened. For that 80， an overview analysis of the Japanese experience 
model will be exposed as a means to unders七and the theoretical 
abstraction. 
To build Up the consistency of aur central question: 'In山hαt山α:ythe 
legal framework ofαprwαtロationpro田 s helps the stock mαrket to 
develop?'， and bring light to the possible path that could be taken to 
elaborate a theory strategically functional， the selected method of 
analysis is the discourse analysis. 
3. THEORETICAL ANAL YSIS 
3. 1 Main reasons for Privatization 
The path of implementation of privatization is mainly guided by 
many reasons tha'七 governmentscould have. Thus， for example， the 
reasons could be in general， economic， operative and dynamical 
"昭〉【~)
according to what authors like Guislain and Shirley said. Our paper 
propounds the following question: In what way the legal framework of 
a privatization process helps the stock market to develop? Just with 
the contributions of some authors already exposed in the literature 
review， itis evident that the law， in addition to supporting the whole 
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privatization process， has so much to do with七heenvironment in which 
the privatization takes place， that is， sometimes， of international 
nature 
The previously stated is easy to understand because， as we already 
said， the rule of law is a necessary and sufficient requirement to build 
a prosperous marke七economy;七herefore，economic actors must operate 
within a legal framework that ensures the collection of benefits in the 
bes七way
3. 1. 1 Objectives and obstacles of Privatization 
In order to do logical reasoning， as a first action， we should 
categorize the expected result， i.e. the stock market development in 
economic efficiency as the primary objective pursued by the 
government 
Determining the primary objective， although it is the starting 
point， stil leaves a long pracess to be carried out; thus， continuing the 
analysis，七hedelimitation of the requirements， and existing obstacles 
also include part of the preliminary work 
It could be considered that de七erminingthe primary objective (s) as 
well as delimiting the requirements and existing obstacles for the 
implementation of privatization， altogether， constitute the guidelines of 
(31) 
it; nevertheless， since Guislain says that the privatization law i七self
(when necessary or preferred) should be wri七tenin broad principles due 
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that the s七rategymay change according to the situations; i七couldbe 
inferred tha七itis the objective (or objectives eventually) what rules the 
process. We can raise a different reasoning: PrIvatization involves 
objectives， requirements， and obstacles. Objectives are to be reached， 
requirements to be fulfilled， and obstacles to be overcome. Thus， 
privatization pursues a goal， and this goal is supposed to be achieved 
Therefore， Privatization should be ruled by its objectives. 
(35) (36) 
Guislain and Vuylsteke also prove that the objectives of the governmen七
are what lead the privatization process. They refer to the strategies or 
methods selected for the implementation of the priva七iza七ion，saying 
that the methodology depends in the first place on the objec七ivesof the 
government and secondly on the financial and organizational conditions 
of the SOE besides of the market and private sector condition. 
3. 2 Privatization Law 
3. 2. 1 Privatization Law 
When we seek to relate privatiz叫 ionto the developmen t of the s七ock
marke七 fromits legal framework， we should first consolidate the 
central element of the equation: the privatization law. Despite what 
(37) 
Guislain says in this regard， the Legal Guidelines for Privatization 
(38) 
Programs of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee 
highlights al that we have been discussing so far. Thus， the 
privatization law plays an essential role in defining七hegovernment's 
objectives， the legal authority of implementation， the fundamental 
principles on which it will be based， and the institutional arrangements 
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for policy-making and implement叫ion，including the method目 Having
considered this， results undoubted that the relation between七helegal 
framework supporting the privatization process and the development of 
stock market is possible since the priv品目 前ionlaw defines no七日stthe 
government's objective but also the methods， which for our analysis 
apparent1y are economic efficiency and development through 
establishing or developing stock markets and public share offerings as 
a method of privatization respectively. 
3. 2. 2 Privatization Law flexibility 
At this point， it is perfinent to do an interesting mini-analysis 
【，9)
about what Guislain says about the fact of using a privatization law 
characterized by its flexibility. The word "flexibility" sounds attractive 
in many situations; however， ifwe talk about flexibility in七helaw， it
(40) 
should be taken with tweezers. Shirley emphasizes that regarding the 
山α:yof the privatization process， the government should focus on 
holding a transparent process， public and fair. Priva七ization，sometimes 
collides with public resistance but paradoxically the process itself could 
help to reduce it through its legal base， establishing procedures， 
s七rategiesassuring investmen七protectionthis way reducing political 
risk and increasing confidence in the system and at the same time 
making a pleasant environment for the private sector， which is another 
awn of the way of the implementation of privatization process. 
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Figure 1. Representation of how， depending on the objective of the government with the 
privatization proces， the requirements and obstacles could also be diferent 
3. 3 Privatization Method 
Understood the relationship between the legal framework supporting 
七heprivatization process and the development of the stock market i七is
appropriate to say that although many have already highlighted the 
(41) 
importance of a healthy capital market using the privatization process 
as a way to develop it and make it grow， is not just a matter of 
selecting the method and stating it on 七heprivatization law but 
something more elaborated but not impossible. 
3. 3目 1Public Share Offerings 
(42) 
In this regard. Vuylsteke says七hatfor a public share offering， i七IS
required from the enterprise a reasonable income level as well as 
financial and management information， discernible market liquid比y，
and development of equity markets. Other factors such as ways of 
shares promotion， pricing and whether they are being offered 
'43】 (44)
domestically or internationally also play a role目 Vuyls七ekebrings light 
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to this matter also saying that either the enterprise or the market 
could be readied either to reach or to show an excellent income 
potential or to attract investors with mechanisms such as change in 
operations as a realistic option， incentives， restrictions， and so on 
besides of fostering employees' ownership and avoiding foreign 
ownership. We should remember七hatthe sen田 ofgetting reαdy this 
(45) 
time is not the same used by Shirley when she says that the en七erpnses
should be prepared for the process of privatization making needed 
changes， especially on those matters that affect liabilities when she 

















Figure 2. Equational representation of the general elements of the privatization institution. 
From what was stated above， i七couldbe inferred that selecting七he
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method of public share offering as a method of privatization requires a 
series of conditions to be met so it can be effective. What is not clear 
is the way to mee七thoseconditions 
3. 4 Stock Market Development Factors 
At this point， itis time to analyze what are considered major factors 
【46'
for the development of the stock market. Rajni Mala argues that 
arnong these factors are market capitalization， institutional investors. 
political risk， availability of information， market liquidi七yand listings， 
among others; and 比 isnotable tha七bothmarket liquidity and political 
risk are issues mentioned in this paper more七hanonce so far， but 
why? 
The answer is because they are indeed crucial as common factors 
between the successful implementation of a privatiz叫ionprogram and 
the development of the stock market 
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F旧ure3. Algorithmic representetion of tha proces of tha public ofering of sheras 
within the privatization proces 
3. 4. 1 Market Liquidity 
Market Liquidity， which is not only cited by Raini Mala as one of 
the fundamental factors involved in the development of the stock 
c<附】
market， is also cited by Vuylsteke as one of the requirements for a 
successful public offer of shares 
However， it is interesting to ask what are the implications of 
market liquidity in the context of privatizations and the development of 
the stock market. We understand that the market is liquid when the 
assets can be sold (or bought) almos七 immediately and without 
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Slgm日cant changes in the price.日owever，the question is what market 
liquidity is based on or could be based on as a requirement for the 
implementation of a process of privatization through the public sale of 
shares as a mechanism of development of the stock market 
We could analyze the concept of liquidity and could ob岡田 two 
opposing arguments. On the one hand， ifliquidity level is high， itcould 
mean that the asset is no七attractivefor inves七ment;on the contrary. 
if liquidity level is low， i七couldmean that the investment opportunity 
offers significant gains 
On the other hand， ifliquidity level is high， itcould mean七ha七七he
asset is an excellent opportunity for investment， on the contrary. if 
liquidity level is low， itcould mean that七heinvestment opportunity is 
not attractive because the gains are not significant. 
As can be seen，七hearguments are simply opposed but possible; 
however， we already know 七hat market liquidity is ideal， and 
mves七mentsare attractive in proportion to 七heprofits they offer. 
【<9，
Boutchkova and Megginson explain that many governments consider 
essential attracting domestic investors with terms that assure them 
effective profits， thus increasing 七he public support not only for 
privatizations but also for other fu七ureeconomic reforms; nevertheless. 
obtaining them in the short term is not always possible. How to make 
investors commit to long-term investments? 
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【;0)
Shleifer and Vishny propound a rather interes七ing七heory，w hich 
argues七hatmarket liquid比yis directly related七othe adequate legal 
protection the government grants to investors. 
The legal base is presented again as responsible for a new factor目
That is because the safer the investors fel， the more trus七theyhave in 
the system; therefore， they are more willing to commit to long-term 
investmen七
Market liquidity， then， should be ruled by how attractive are the 
investment opportunities， regardless of the term， bu七forthe term not 
to be a decisive factor， the confidence and 、iVi1ingnessof the inves七ors
must be stable; stability that would only be possible with legal 
protection mechanisms. 






Figure 7. Representation of dynamics of market liquidity 
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As can be observed in the graphic above. the relationship in which 
market liquidity is the final element depending on how attractive is an 
investment opportunity does no七 consider the term. that is. the 
attractiveness of an investment opportunity does not depend on whether 
the profits would be obtained in the short or long term but on whether 
i七offersprofits and whether the investment opportunity is backed by 
legal mechanisms of protection for investors. 
If we consider removing the legal element (which also affects 
political risk) leaving a vacuum of uncertainty in terms of regulatory 
framework and investor protection， the best 8cenario for an investment 
opportunity to be truly attractive is QnB in which -significant-profits 
are obtained in the short term; however. this could be understood as a 
negative discrimination towards investmen七 opportunities giving an 
erroneous concept of the marke七liquidity
Even in this scenario， considered to be the most ideal since比 18an 
opportunity that would yield profits in the short term. the uncertainty 
regarding the absence of guarantees due to the non-existent or 
weakness of七hemechanisms of investor protection could make the 
attractiveness of an investment opportunity much lower making 
investors les confident and les willing to commit to short and 
especially long term investment opportunities. 
It is then clear that the legal factor of the relationship. in addition 
to being essential for reducing political risk as discussed above. is what 
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should determine七heattractiveness of an investment opportunity and， 
thus， market liquidity 
After a bit more in-depth analysis of the issues we describe as 
recurrent， such as market liquidity and political risk， since they are 
often considered by several authors in the context of privatizations and 
stock markets developmen七， i t is time to bring up other elemen ts we 
【'"
have already mentioned that are， according to Rajni Mala， among the 
factors conducive to the stock market development， such as， for 
example， market capitalization. 
3. 4. 2 Market Capitalization 
First off， it is necessary to understand the meaning of market 
capitalization. Capitalization of the market is an economic dimension 
indicator equivalent to the price per share in any given time multiplied 
by the number of outstanding shares of an open-capital company， 
indicating the available equity for purchase and sale on the stock 
exchange 
According to the previous concept， it can be understood tha七the
level of market capitalization mainly depends on the price of the shares 
and the amount of them in circula七lOn
【;"
Rajni Mala argues that what makes an investment in shares 
opportunity attractive is the gains they would eventually offer， a fact 
that will also affect the price at which those shares will be sold or 
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bought in七hemarket. Timely， this argumen七agreeswith the one abou七
the liquidity of the markets we have already analyzed; however， another 
factor pops up: the price 




Figure 8. Representation of dvnamics of market capitalization 
However， in廿lIScase， the reasoning is isolated， because if we take into 
consideration， the one carried out七ounderstand the market liquidity 
(Fig. 7) which is common in the factors represented by the significant 
gains and the attractiveness of the investment opportunity. we will 
realize that the law or its representation as a regulatory framework as 
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a factor is crucial for the investment opportunity to be truly attractive 
within a safe environment for investors， which， in addition to 
influencing market liquidity， also affects market capitalization. 
If we merge both reasonings， we can see that， according to them， 
both liquidity and market capitalization depend on the law， an element 
represented by a regulatory and protective framework for investors， 
guaranteeing a real attractiveness of inves七ment oppor七unities，
regardless of the term. 
3. 4. 3 Institutional Investors 
(53) (54) 
Concerning institutional investors Rajni Mala quotes Catalan et al 
since the latter argues the relationship of them with the stock market 
development market from their size; however， itis appropriate to do a 
more in-depth analysis of that relationship. 
First of al， it is appropriate to recall that institutional investors 
can be two types: local institutional investors and foreign institutional 
investors 
Local institutional investors could be banks， insurance companies or 
pension funds， and wealthy individuals. Often， selling to a few 
institutional investors， which are able and willing to understand the 
details of the offer， may be more appropriate than trying七osel to a 
larger group of investors. Some institutional investors expect to sel 
their shares of a privatized company in a rel叫 ivelyshort period， while 
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others ロlaybuy and hold shares. 
As for foreign institutional investors，七here is no difference 
regarding characteristics; however，七hereare important matters when 
choosing them. Thus， for example， foreign institutional inves七orshandle 
more Slg即日cantamounts of capital and， therefore， also manage higher 
standards of七ransparencyin information， issues that should be taken 
into account if， for 80me economic reason. offers must be made at a 10山
pnce. 
It is then clear that in the relationship between institutional 
investors and the stock market developmen七， management of large 
amoun ts of capI tal is七hekey. 
While it is true， institutional investors are a type of investors in a 
privatization context， they are not the only ones， because there are also 
those who come from the general public. 80， why not consider the 
public in general， as well as institutional investors， as influential 
investors in the stock market development? 
The public， in general， could be willing to invest in a company if 
the price of the shares is reasonable， i.e.， if they are attractive 
investment opportunities， not forgetting that this should also imply the 
due legal protection. Achieving widespread national public ownership of 
the shares stimulates the development of important domestic financial 
marke七sto increase capital. We can then say that in addition ta 
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institutional investors， achieving a public disclosure of shares between 
individual domestic investors could also be a factor that leads to the 
development of the stock market. 
However， in a privatization context as a means to help develop the 
stock market， it seems that widespread public ownership of SOEs 
shares brings not only benefits in terms of stock market development 
but also in terms of success in the privatization process implementation. 
We have previously said七hatwidespread public ownership of shares 
helps not only to increase the public support for privatization 
implementation but also for other possible economic reforms. In the 
same way， widespread public ownership of shares helps to improve the 
performance or efficiency of newly privatized companies in a more 
natural way without organizational frictions. 
It is pertinent to remember七.ha七amongthe public in general it 
could be found employees of the privatized companies， who， being 
stockholders of the company， show more interest in the efficiency and 
continuity of the privatization process and its effects. 
If we take capital into consideration， both types of investors， under 
ideal conditions， could intervene in the stock market development 
However， there is a matter to consider: since institutional investors may 
not know or may have no experience in the industry field in which they 
invest， they are naturally inclined to take over control performance and 
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efficiency of七hecompany. On七hecontrary， investors of the general 
public， not considering the investor employees， in the case of an 
excessive widening of the shareholding property， would tend not to give 
the due importance or assume the costs of回kingover control of the 
company performance in which they invested becoming shareholders 
3. 4. 4 Information Availability 
【55)
Rajni Mala presents ano七herfactor conducive to the stock market 
development: information availability 
(騎〉
It could be said that it's a recurring factor since Vuylsteke already 
argued that for the sale of public shares offering as a method of 
privatization ¥0 succeed， it is required that 'a ful body of financial， 
management and 0七herinformation is available or can be prepared for 
disclosure to七heinvesting market'. Either way， the question is: What 
is the implica¥ion of information availabili七日
The decision of the investor to take an investment opportunity or 
not depends basically on the evaluation of the risks of using his capital. 
A company knows (or should know) sufficiently its capabilities， 
limitations， and vulnerabilities; however， itcould happen that due to the 
difference in interests between the companies or issuers of the securiti田
ar shares and the investors， the information the disclosed Information 
is just enough七oconvince but not to know the real implications of 
their investmen七
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The information (above al accurate， reliable， and relevant) is what 
investors should count on for the transaction， which at the same time 
should be transparent， productive， and beneficial for both parties. If 
they do not have real， reliable， and relevant information， poor quality 
companies take advantage of the situation and offer investment 
oppor七unitiestha七donot reflect their actual level of risk. 
Counting on coercive mechanisms for companies to disclose specific and 
relevant information about the implications of the investment 
opportunities they offer in the form of securities or shares is 
mandatory. Otherwise， compet抗ionbetween low category and high 
ca七egorycompanies could be qualified as unfair. Investors would not 
invest in high risks investment opportunities or in those which could 
qualify as of dubious quality. Therefore， is it possible tha七ahigh 
category company offering an investment opportunity supported by 
accurate information， can compete with a company offering an 
investment opportunity not under the same conditions of information 
availability? The perspectives and scenarios may be attractive but 
fictitious. 
3. 4. 5 Listings 
The last factor conducive to the development of the stock market， 
(57) 
mentioned by Rajni Mala， is the listing of the companies in the stock 
market; however， it is interesting to do a short analysis of the 
implications of this procedure again. 
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Listing is benelicial to the company， to the investor， and the public 
in general， but what are the specilic benefi七sin the context 01 
privatization and its expected ellect on the development 01 the stock 
market? 
Listing contributes to liquidity and easy marketability 01 securities， 
raising companies' prestige in addition to increasing their ability to 
grow their capital in many ways attracting dillerent kinds 01 investors， 
both institu七ionaland individuals 
Since transactions with shares listed on the stock exchange must be 
carried ou七withina regulatory Iramework， they are subject to constant 
monitoring and control in order七oavoid unfair practices， thereby 
protecting inves七orsand increasing their trust in them 
On the other hand， prices are determined based on the balance 
between supply and demand， reflecting the real price 01 the shares， 
w hich is 8et independen七lyby the market， becoming， this way， the 
reference point for other inves七ors，whether they are shareholders or 
not. 
Quoting on the s七ockmarket not only implies con七rolwithin a 
regulatory legal Iramework but also the commitment to disclose 
relevant and truthful information in order to ensure transparency and 
strengthen investors' trust， as we have already mentioned in the 
previous section on the information availability. 
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In a privatization context and looking to develop the Stock Market， it
seems that its effective performance is what would help a successful 
implementation of a privatization process; however，七he benefi t is 
mutual， although， in a cause-effect relationship， the privatization 
process could be considered as the triggering factor of a series of 
effects， among which， isthe stock market development 
A privatization process through public shares offering as a method 
implies many reforms in economic and institutional policies， which mus七
be done in harmony and consequence with the expected results through 
that process 
That is why， although the stock market is part of the process， itwill 
just not perform effectively， and its benefits would not be attained if 
the reforms in economic and institutional policies are not made so that 
both institutions， privatization， and stock market， can be in 
collaborative harmony， being the former the actual promoter of 
development of the latter目
3. 5 Political Risk 
When talking about political risk， itseems the concept itself is broad， 
being necessary to talk abou七 control over it. However， if we 
understand the significance of the privatization's functioning and stock 
exchange figures， we will realize the same way of what the control of 
it implies. 
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3.5.1 Trust 
【~)
Perotti and Van Oijen talk about growing trust with and during 
the privatization process itself and not only with the announcemen七of
its implementation 
In七hesame way， according to the same authors， trust implies the 
fact that investors fel protected in their rights， which also means that 
there is an attractive environment for them， ins七it叫 ions，and the public 
in general. This situation would only be possible if the institutional 
(ω】
rules are not only s七rengthenedbut also applied effectively 
3. 5. 2 Institutional Rules 
Strengthening and applying effectively institutional rules help to 
growing confidence and spreading shareholding due to the interest of 
institutional and individual investors， making policy reversals after the 
implementation of the privatization process more depending on the 
scrutiny of a significant amount of shareholders，七hisway red ucing 
political risk both because of the streng七hening and effective 
enforcement of the law and the spreading of shareholding. 
The above exposed， to make more sense， can take the form of 
hypothetical syllogistic reasoning. Thus， ifthe institutional rules are 
strengthened and effectively applied， the trust will increase. If 
confidence increases， the shareholding property is disseminated among 
institutional and individual investors. If七heshareholding is sufficiently 
spread， reversals in policies af七erprivatizations will depend on increased 
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public scrutiny by reducing the political risk or being under control. 
Although it is a chain reaction， the main trigger is the law， represented 
by the regulatory framework 
In summary， the control of political risk can be understood as a 
plan or strategy from the implementation of a privatization process 
from its legal or regulatory framework. In fact， following the model of 
(ω〉
Biais and Perotti， this can be represen七edas follows 
Figure 4. Representation of political risk control dvnamics 
3. 6 Stock Market Development and the Law 
(61) 
According to Ahdieh many law scholars have found an indirec七
四lationshipof the law with the development of the stock market. Thus， 
the law， from property rights， mechanisms for the effective fulfillment 
of contracts. and the protection of investors. especial1y minority 
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mves七ors，creates a favorable environment in which the development of 
the stock marke七wouldbe spontaneous. 
The relationship could be represented in the following way: 
闘し
Figure 5. Flow chart of the relationship between the [aw and the devel叩 mentof the 
stock market 
The graphic can take the form of hypothetical syllo邸前icreasoning 
again. Thus， ifthe law protects proper七yrigh七sand inves七orsand， at 
the same time， ensures the effective fulfillment of contracts， it creates 
an ideal environment. If there is an ideal environment， the stock market 
will develop. 
Then， basic沼ly，if the law protects property rights and investors 
and， at the same time， ensures the effective fulfillment of contrac出， the 
stock market will develop. 
Is it possible to say that the relationship between the law and the 
development of the stock market is indirect? According to the equation 
of premises and hypothetical syllogistic reasoning， a direct but mediate 
relationship is demonstrated 
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3. 6. 1 Legal compliance 
〈ω:) (63) 
Authors such as Fungaeova (2005) and Ahdieh agree that the 
existence of a competent legal system is key to a propitious and safe 
，.) 
environment for investors; however， Pistor et al. consider something 
significant: the fact that a sound legal system is not enough if the 
application or operation of that system is not practical 
Thus. for七heenvironment to be genuinely propitious and safe for 
investors， it is necessary an ac七ualrelationship be七weenthe q uali ty of 
the legal system and its effective functioning or application. 
The relationship can be represen七edas follows 
+ 岡田
Figure 6. Representation of the dynamics of the law as an element in the development 
of the stock market 
4. THE JAPANESE EXPERIENCE PERSPECTIVE 
According to an overview analysis of several cases of the Japanese 
privatization experience， it seems that the whole privatization 
phenomenon and the stock market development are more related than 
we thought. In the same way， the former -due to its natural 
complexity-ends up being a mix of several factors， which seem to be 
in a dispute for harmony. The Japanese experience in this regard could 
tel how that dispute was responsible for the strengths and weaknesses 
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of various cases as well as of the reason of why a case was remarkable 
for its success. 
4. 1 NTT， Japan Tobacco and Salt Corporation and JR Cases 
〈筒〉
According to Gutterman， ollerings had a noticeable impact on the 
growth and breadth 01 Japan's securities markets Irom the evidence 01 
NTT (Nippon Telephone and Telegraph) offering in the late 1980s. 
lndividual investors got at七rac七ed to this oppor七unity due to the 
apparent securi七y01 shares 01 NTT， which， 01 course， led them to make 
a mistake. What is not clear is il maturation 01 the Japanese stock 
market is a fact after those many privatization bureaucratic episodes or 
no七
(6) 
Takano remarks that restrictions on stock ownership by loreign capital， 
along with the public interests justilications lor requiring that the 
government retain more七hanone-七hird01 outstanding shares， imposed 
by law， have constituted major im肝心mentsfor equity financing and 
various measures to increase stockholders benefits， issue in which it 
seems several authors agree， in addition to lorcing to lorleit the 
advantages of a private company in pursuing al opportunities for 
equity financing involving low-cost raising， which could be avoided 
through other mechanisms， like golden shares. 
(6η 
Yamamoto suggests that in the case 01 the NTT， the exposed above 
by Takano could be translated into a constant and impertinent political 
interlerence， which worked mainly to keep individual investors away 
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from the market. 
In the case of Japan Tobacco and Salt Corporation， keep saying the 
same author， the already existing problems were added with the lack of 
a viewpoint on consumer welfare as well as the continuation of 
domestic monopoly 
The government holds part of the shares in order to regulate or 
intervene in the privatized company. However， government ownership， 
in any way， may obstruct the function of the market and distort 
incentives for the firms. In the case of JNR (Japanese National 
(凶)
Rai!ways)， Sakoh had already suggested that privatization in order to 
be complete， the government had actually to relinquish its ownership of 
the railways 
4. 2 Japanese Government Behavior 
4. 2. 1 Public Share Offerings 
From the strictly perspective of the government's behavior regarding 
(伺}
public share offerings， Toyama remarks on several vital aspects that 
had an impact on the non-entirely success of the privatization process 
Therefore， these aspec出 couldbe summarIzed in a simple phrase: Poor 
sαZes poliの， a policy that gave no favorable treatment to buyers 
because of七hesimple reason that the assets were public property 
initially. In the same way， this policy gave no favorable treatmen七to
shareholders and contemplated no employee share scheme since 
employee loyalty， a broad concept word， isnaturally high in Japan. 
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4. 2. 2 Deregulation and Denationalization 
On the other hand. problems in denationalization and problems in 
deregulation could also be added. The former， privatiza七lOnm a narrow 
sense， iswhat various authors have already agreed on. implying， that 
the government 8eems not to want to 1088 the control or intervention 
power in the privatized company being the most significant s七ockholder
The la七ter，nevertheless， privatization on a broader sense， would help to 
eliminate those vested rights among regulated indus七riesand 80me 
bureaucrats related to those industries， to protect consumers' interests， 
七oenhance the international competi七iveness of J apanese en terprises and 
create new businesses as well as increase employment and incomes 
rates 
It is stated the idea that investors are more willing to invest in SOEs 
w hen they can be sure tha七thepol比icalenvironmen七isfavorable and 
。"'their rights are going to be protected. 
4. 3 Capital Market Development 
Furthermore， itcould be mandatorily considered that the overall degree 
of development of the privatizing country's capital market can affect 
how a government privatizes a SOE. It is opportune to mention that 
(71) 
Dewenter and Malatesta already reported that with a less-developed 
capital marke七.it is costlier to use SIPs because a greater underpricing 
is required. N ever七heless.governments could be wil1ing to sacrifice 80me 
of the proceeds from the transactions in order to stimulate the grow出
(72) 
of incipient financial markets. Subrahmanyam and Titman and 
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(73) 
McLindon contemplate a "snowball effect，" this is that as new firms go 
public， the enhanced liquidity and efficiency encourage more firms to go 
public， and the capital market experiences rapid growth. 
(74) 
In agreement with the previously s七ated，Lieberman et al. believe that 
there is no doubt that a well-structured and well-articulated 
privatization program combined with an excellent regulatory and 
legislative framework can give a good boost to the stock market in 
terms of size and quality. 
〈時) (干柿〉
According to Booth et al目 Demirguc-Kuntand Maksimovic， Beck， 
(旬}
Demirguc-Kun七， and Levine. and Demirguc-Kunt and Levine 七he
turnover ratio， as well as the income characteristics of the coun七ry，
could indicate how developed is a financial market. The latter， basically 
(79) 
explains that incomes inequality equals ownership concentration， which 
cannot help to create an excellent environment if shareholding property 
wants to be encouraged. 
4. 3. 1 Ownership concentration and Shareholding property 
(ーの (61) 
La Porta et al. and Dyck and Zingales suggest that ownership 
concen七rationwill rise if minority owners do not have due protection of 
their interests; therefore， a good policy in the protection of 
shareholders' rights is necessary to keep a good relationship between 
majori七yand minority owners. 
ωa 
Bringing up the case of JAL (Japan Airlines)， Joo Inki exposes a 
fascinating analysis of it from its bankruptcy. It happened that the 
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most significant shareholder stake in JAL amounted to les than 3 
percent. In other words， the airline became an enterprise without a real 
。、rvner.
The owners of a private enterprise are its shareholders. However， when 
there is no controlling shareholder， i七becomesa problem since minor 
shareholders are not ready enough to take over control and make 
decisions at a corporate level. That is why either the top management 
in charge of the privatized firm or the government tends to act as the 
。、Nner.
4. 4 Factors of Success 
(83) 
Finally，七hesummum of the Japanese privatization， the experience 
〈制〉
could be represented by七hecase of Japan Postal Services. Kinoshita 
(~) 
quotes Kikeri and Nellis who explain why the privatization process of 
Japan Post Services was a success 
In summary. there were several factors involved in it. First of al， 
political commitment 8eems to be a crucial factor. as well as the 
building of widespread public unders七anding.1n more technical terms， 
ownership and competition constitute dependently other factors; 
ownership change is needed to make competition effective 
On the other hand， transparency could be the mos七crucialfactor to be 
considered， since it is what could help to reduce resistance against 
privatization founded on corruption. A public offering of shares is 
widely regarded as the most transparent method 
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The last factors considered to be involved in the successful privatization 
of JPSE (Japan PosもalService Enterprise) were the early listing and 
disposal of shares of Japan Post Holdings， Japan Post Bank， and Japan 
Post Insurance which could be translated into a commitment to 
(8. 
investors as well into condition sine quα non for transparency 
(8η〉
Kinoshita remarks that these two factors are critical for successful 
privatization. 
4. 5 Weak points of the Japanese experience 
After analyzing the above-exposed cases of Japanese Privatization 
experience， differen七aspectsof七heirweaknesses come to light， which 
could be in some way mitigated if we follow the temporal logic of the 
history of the privatizing experience. Thus， it remains in evidence that 
ownership issues should be the star七pointof the whole reasoning・
As a first point， government ownership七urnsout something complex 
since it involves no七justproblems in denationalization but also in 
deregulation as well as in compe七ition
The fact that the government seems not to pretend to give up control 
of the privatized companies being the major stockholder makes sense in 
some way， but that brings along detrimental effects， like the already 
mentioned obstruction to the market， to equity financing and various 
measures to increase stockholders' benefits 
Regarding the shares sales policy， it was already said that it could be 
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qualified as poor due to the almost inexis七entwillingness to make it 
successful which could be considered extreme. However， considering the 
government's behavior in regards to ownership control， it results in a 
logical matter that it did not put so much effort into making the 
shares sales successful. 
Con七raryto this matter， when we refer to ownership concentration， 
there is a logic. Shareholders are owners of the company， but to keep 
the company under control， validating a "decent" ownership 
concentration in terms of shareholders' rights protection 8eems to be 
necessary， 
On the other hand， in addi tion to ownership issues and sales policy， the 
issue of the development of financial markets stands out. In order to 
tel how developed is a financial market， there are two ways to be 
considered: 七heturnover ratio and the income characteristics of a 
country. Thus， could this analysis have a quantitative approach? 
Japan Post privatization experience exposes several key factors of its 
success. summarized in poli七icalcommitment， well-managed ownership. 
and competition issues as well as well-directed transparency issues 
along with a real commitment to investors， translated into early 
listings and disposal of shares 
Coming this far， i七comesup with a common factor in almost every 
paragraph， which is the intervention of the government in every stage 
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of both the privatization and the capital markets development， either in 
a necessary or in an obstructive role. 
It ends up， in appearance， that the government's behavior regarding the 
privatiz叫ionphenomenon could qualify as a tantrum episode in which 
it is not clear what and why exactly is trying to do it. It is evident 
that the reason exists， and the expected results are predicted， but it 
also seems that the government neglects the true nature of the 
privatization institution 
5. CONCLUSION 
This analysis argues the undoubted fact that a legal framework 
can foster stock market developmen七 Thus，to be clear， we should keep 
in mind that if our final goal (or one of them) pursued by a 
privatization process is to develop the stock market， i七meanswe are 
looking for economic development. This is important because， as we 
already said， the objective or group of objectives the government 
pursues wil guide the whole process according to our syllogistic 
reasoning. However， the main question is in what way the legal 
framework can help the stock market development. Our analysis shows 
that public shares offering as a privatization method is七heanswer. 
However， it seems that its simple consideration is not a simple matter 
as it seems to be when it is read 
Since the public offering of shares is essen七iallyrelated to the stock 
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market intervention， we are七alkingabout a completely independent 
legal regulation. which is the one concerning the stock market 
It appears that although the privatization law is supposed to guide 
the whole process itself. selec七mg七hemethod is not an easy task as 
translating it into the law but a wholly separate and complex matter. 
Selecting public shares offering as a privatization method for 
obvious reasons. to be an effective method requires a series of 
requirements tha-七mustbe met. which in case of no七beingpossible. it 
could be in some way. Nevertheless. this analysis brings another 
question mark. represented by the fact that we ignore how to meet 
those requirements and whether we can contemplate mechanisms that 
allow us to meet them or not， in the privatization law. However， af七er
having analyzed separa七ely.七hefactors considered conducive to the 
。8)
stock market development according to Raini Mala in addition to 
enlightening the fact that the law undoubtedly has a preponderan七role
in it， it arises a guide that leads us to recognize points of connection 
between a regulatory legal framework of the stock market and a 
privatization process 
Thus. for example. from the existence of the law and its practical 
application， a strategic structure阻 nbe generated. allowing not only to 
create an ideal environment for a privatization process but also an 
active stock marke七development.
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In this way， the firs七reasoning，in which we propounded a flow 
chart (Figure 3) where the question was if al the requirements for a 
public shares offering were met， could be modified for the question to 
be more general， questioning if al the requirements for the promotion 
of the stock market development in a privatizing process were met. The 
public offer of shares could be carried out effectively， but perhaps， 
other conditions for the stock market development are not given 
It is a real challenge， first of al， to discern if be七weenthe common 
factors of a -successful-privatization process and the stock market 
development could be a symbiotic legal rela七ionshipand， secondly，もo
devise a legal strategy allowing not just make some influence in both 
legal figures but also making七hemsucceed， which， apparently， should 
be a matter of a more oriented research work 
This analysis may not change what is already stated by other 
expert collaborators in the field， but it shows a new perspective about 
how a privatization law could be more directed towards the 
government's objective (s) considering， in an algorithmic way of 
reasoning (as figure 3 shows)， a wide range of situations and their 
different ways or procedures towards the same objective， giving this 
way to the privatization law the right sense of flexible， instead of being 
(a9) 
broad， contrary to what Guislain says目
Flexible， also implying that the privatization law can be polyvalent， i.e.， 
it can， besides governing the privatization process， manage the 
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conditions and behaviors of its actors， wherewith not only the 
privatization institution prospers but also the stock market， without 
any particular regulation 
Likewise， the limits of this analysis are represented by the application 
of a discourse analysis method to show the existence of a question that 
could be deepened in a more logical-inductive way to build up an 
applicative -explicative thesis about it. 
In that regard， a more in-depth theoretical-empirical analysis with a 
descriptive and a normative approach would also not only be more 
useful trying to uncover the reasons of present applied policy 
alternatives as well as specific achieved outcomes but also exposing 
wha七shouldhave been done in specific privatization cases to propound 
a possible new theory， more coheren七 andconcrete， that could be 
applied directly based on variables already proven， without 
experimenting with speculations， in addition to reflecting the 
obsolescence of some theories applied to a reality embedded in the 
globalizing efect. 
In the end，七hematter of this paper is related to public policies and 
七heirpossible effects on public and priva七eheri七ageand， to be realistic， 
government responsibi1ty cannot ignore the guarantees that must be 
granted to individuals from constitutional bases so that consideration 
of practical cases is mandatory in order to validate the theory and the 
work involved in a research of this magnitude 
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This short overview also leads us to point out 七he government's 
behavior as a role in the whole privatization process targeting the 
financial marke同， developmen t， specifically of the securi ties capi tal 
markets. 
It could be concluded that a pertinent object of study would be the 
government's role in the privatization process to foster the development 
of financial capital markets (securities) from the perspective of七he
Japanese privatization experience of the Nippon Telephone and 
Telegraph， Japan Tobacco and Salt Co.， Japan Railways， Japan 
Airlines， and Japan Post. 
In the same way， to measure the impact of every decision made from 
the role the government is performing in each case， a quantitative data 
like the income distribution or the shares turnover ratio could help to 
understand if the government's performance in its role is contributing 
to financial markets development. 
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